
Building Player 
Investment
Stuff I learned from Save the Date





SPOILER
WARNING



Goal: connect with players



Problem: Players don’t make it easy.



Solution: Tricks!



Problem: They know our tricks



Obvious Solution:

2.0



The biggest trick:

Change relationship between the player and 
the game.



What IS the relationship?



What IS the relationship?



"If a story is not about the hearer, he 
will not listen. And here I make a 
rule— a great and interesting story is 
about everyone or it will not last."

- John Steinbeck



How?







Brains are awesome!





A few things I never showed:





Puzzles and Goals, too!

● The most effective puzzle is the one that 
they decide for themselves to solve.

● The best goal is the one the players set for 
themselves.



Buffers



… What’s a buffer?

Anything that lets the player put distance 
between themselves and their choices.



The most common buffer:



Solution is obvious:



Avatar Avoidance:

>NAME?

?



Do:  Talk to them directly
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Do:  Talk to them directly

.- .-.. - .... --- ..- --. .... / ... .
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Still acting like it’s true



Break the 4th wall

Yes I am talking to YOU.





Game Not Game



‘Sup?
!!

Game Not Game



‘Sup?
!!

Game Not Game



‘Sup?
!!

Game



????





How do people act, anyway?

They respond to nuance and subtlety.



Mind Reading!



DON’T
PANIC



Planned Scenario
+

Good Guesswork
=







NOW
WHAT?



Motivation



Game





When in doubt...





Give it time







Brains are (still) awesome!



Their story > Your story
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SUBTLETY
IS 

AWESOME!







It’s easy to say...

“Oh, sure, you can do that, if you are lucky 
enough to have a game that can support all of 
those things.”









Thanks for listening!

ccornell@paperdino.com


